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Some 40 years after M*A*S*H ended,
the beloved actor and advocate remains
passionate about laughter, respect—
and the facts bydavidhochman
lan alda isn’t letting social distancing keep him from the people
he loves. Soon after Alda, 84, and Arlene, 87, his wife of 63 years,
quarantined themselves at their home on Long Island, they began
holding video chats with friends and family via Zoom, the popular
videoconferencing app.
“The other night we had dinner, virtually, with three couples,” says
Alda, who—using Zoom’s virtual-background feature—put up a gorgeous travel video
of Italy, during cocktails. “I’m a little bit ahead of most of my friends digitally. For
years I’ve been fixing their computers, and I call my service Celebrity Tech Support.
The slogan is ‘Why let a nobody touch your stuff?’ ”
Alda lands the joke with that winning ear-to-ear smile. I can tell because we’re
Zooming, too—his presence as reassuring on my laptop screen as it was all those years
on the beloved TV war comedy
His iconic surgeon character, Benjamin
Franklin “Hawkeye” Pierce, brought intelligence, wit and sanity to a world of chaos,
much as Alda himself is doing now.
In the nearly four decades since M*A*S*H signed off—with what remains the mostwatched episode in television history—the six-time Emmy recipient has focused on
something way broader than show business. He wants us all to relate and communicate
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harm than good. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention or the World Health Organization—those are
the best sources, and you’ve got to go straight to their web
sites to see what they have to say. I also cross-check in
formation at [fact-checking website] Snopes.com as often
as I can. But beyond that, in a fundamental way, there’s a
problem we have now that we haven’t had before, which
is that we’re operating within our own circles of kinship
and friendship and information.
Any advice on getting out of our own little bubbles?
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List another opinion ”
You’ve been advocating for years for better
communication around science. Are we finally
getting the message as a society?

The scientists I’ve interviewed tell me it’s a good idea to
spread the information you know to be correct with those
outside your circle. If there’s anybody you know whom you
don’t ordinarily communicate with and who has his or her
own circle, try to include that person, so we can extend our
. reach with real information, and also with encouragement.
Mental health is as important as physical health. They’re
intertwined. I’m talking like I’m an ex
pert, but I’ve only been studying this
MEMBERSfor 25 years.
ONLY ACCESS!

Want to know
One of the most basic things I’ve tried to do is give peo
why humans are
ple a greater understanding of how science works—the You survived polio as a kid.
unique? Find out
importance of evidence, the importance of many trials, of What do you remember about
by watching
three episodes of
rigorous studies, and the idea that we learn only a little bit that epidemic?
the 2010 AldaI got it when I was 7. I had a stuffy
at a time. No single study is the end-all answer for everynarrated documen
thing. Making people aware of that process helps increase nose at the Warner’s movie theatertary The Human
Spark, at AARP
appreciation and respect for science, and that helps us make honking the whole evening. I couldn’t
.ORG/MOA.
informed decisions for our families and ourselves.
clear my nose. When I got home, I
Unfortunately, I probably need another 25 years to help threw up, and my legs were unsteady,
the culture achieve trust in science overall. Because there The next day, I had a stiff neck. I couldn’t sit up in bed.
are pockets of people who still think science is just another My parents called the doctor. Went to the hospital, had a
opinion. That mindset puts us all in danger, because it can spinal tap. I was in the hospital for two weeks, but then I
infect people across the country. So, I’m very concerned had about six months of a therapy devised by Elizabeth
about the casual attitude many people have toward science. Kenny, the famous nurse from Australia. I had nearly scaldThere are bright spots. I think [infectious diseases ex- ing blankets wrapped around my limbs every hour. It was
pert] Anthony Fauci is doing a wonderful job. He’s strad- hard on me. It was harder, I think, on my parents, who
dling two worlds, science and belief. It’s like that silent couldn’t afford a nurse and had to torture me themselves,
movie shot, where someone’s balanced on top of two mov- It’s always better to pay somebody to torture your kid.
ing trucks that are getting farther and farther
apart. His legs are spreading as far as they can,
It doesn’t appear that Parkinson’s disease
but Fauci—who was on my podcast in March—
has slowed you down much, if at all.
Alda’s 63-year
marriage to
comes closest to being the national figure most
How did you first discover you had it?
Arlene is
%
trusted by the rest of the country.
In 2015,1 read an article in the New York Times
still going
strong.
by Jane Brody, in which a couple of doctors said
With information changing so quickly,
some of their Parkinson’s patients had one par
it’s hard to know what to believe.
ticular early symptom, and it’s an unusual one:
Well, you have to check the source. ^
People act out their dreams while they’re asleep.
As/'
There’s a lot of fake information out
I realized I had done just that. I had dreamed
,j
there: Gargle with this; hold your
somebody was attacking me, and in the dream
breath for 10 seconds. If the only
I threw a sack of potatoes at him. In reality, I
source is “my cousin who knows
{ threw a pillow at my wife. So, believing there
^ was a good chance I had Parkinson’s, I went
somebody who knows somebody
b*
in the health care field,” that’s not
to a neurologist and asked for a brain scan.
a reliable source and can do more
He examined me and (continued on page 74)
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